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Futures studies is often conflated with science fiction or pop-futurism. Consequently there is a need for demarcation of what is futures studies and what is not. From the same reason the essay stresses the need for quality control to focus on futures research and its methods: Publications in futures studies must be open to critique to be accepted as a research activity. Premises, assumptions, methods and data have to be explicit as a critical discourse, cooperation, and eventual revision is to be carried out by egalitarian means, potentially accessible to all. Problems in this idealistic programme are (only) partly reduced by applying Causal Layered Analysis as an internal quality control. The following selective bibliography is focussed on these methodological issues. 
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Futures studies is an unusual subject with an unusual literature. The epistemological and methodological foundations are heavily influenced by the missing non-existent object, and the literature on research, pop-futurism, and science fiction are often conflated. To be able to distinguish futures research from other activities the first section "What is futures studies research?" will focus on epistemological issues, major tasks, what is not futures studies, publication norms, and quality control. Next section is a short reference to the sections on methodologies in the bibliography and a presentation of a methodology for quality control of futures research called "Causal Layers Analysis" (CLA). Third section is short note on pedagogical methods for teaching futures studies with reference to the section in the bibliography. The final section is a selective bibliography with a separate introduction.

The essay and the bibliography are meant as tools for university teachers in futures studies methodology to prepare their teaching and select material.
1.	What is futures studies research?
To ask the question "What is futures studies research?" we look at the major tasks of futures studies. Here we run to the difficulty that some futures studies are without scientific basis, but heavily exposed in media. Consequently we are obliged to make a preliminary distinction between scientific and other activities and quality control for research. It is done via sections on “Epistemological considerations”, "What is futures studies research not?" and "Quality control in futures studies research".
Epistemological considerations
A popular conception of classical natural sciences is that 'truth' is tightly tied to ‘prediction’ and causal laws results in conjectures. But causal laws are not as easy to access. Prediction is only possible in closed laboratory-like conditions to exclude the complexity of the reality. Some sciences are not able to make such closures. This is the case for geology, meteorology, and natural history. But it is also the case for many ground breaking developments in any research activity as one does not know what to exclude!

In futures studies it does not make sense to establish closure or laboratory-like conditions to exclude the complexity of the reality. The cultural, social, economical, technological, religious and ethical aspects are on the agenda, and we can not hope to find “a complete explanation” and even less “a complete prediction” since there will always be yet-to-be-identified causes and incomplete descriptions of the state of the actual object. In futures studies we are generally content to find – among the complex of causes – the causes that seem to us as to make the difference. And this is not a complete description as most of the causes are taken for given although they can be crucial in the future. We just don’t know and we just don’t see them – yet!

Prediction is consequently not to be applied as a method for quality control in futures studies.

When it is impossible to constitute an object to be studied “the future” (as it do not yet exist), when it is impossible to test quality or validity by prediction or explanation, when we can not know which conditions and causes to be selected as essential to understand our futures – how to establish an understanding of futures studies as a research activity?

A possible foundation for futures studies as a research activity is “critical realism” (Note on "critical realism" on p.8). Among others Wendell Bell proposed this as a foundation for futures studies (Bell 1997:191-238). Critical realism takes into account the criticism of positivism and considers the historical, social, cultural and individual construction of knowledge as a fundamental condition and resource for interpretation of a real world. Development and quality control is done in a culture of critical discourse by improving the research step by step via a focussed disputation: What resists critical attacks is justified to be believed. This means that even when a proposition cannot be justified as being true, then the belief in the truth of a proposition can be justified as being reasonable.

In this understanding the results of futures studies must be open to critique to be accepted as a research activity. Premises, assumptions, methods and data have to be explicit as persuasion is to be limited to egalitarian means, potentially accessible to all (Bell 1997:212).
Major task of futures studies
In his substantial contribution to the literature on futures studies: “Foundations of Futures studies. History, Purposes, and Knowledge” Wendell Bell has elaborated nine major tasks of futures studies (Bell 1997:75-97). These are further compromised here to 6 major tasks:

1.	The study of possible, probable, and preferred futures to expand the range of individual and social choice and to reveal the critical conditions for these futures.
2.	The study of the present images of futures which are among the causes of present behaviour and consequently the emergent futures to reveal their content, their causes, and possible consequences.
3.	The study of ethical and philosophical foundations of futures studies.
4.	Collection of results from futures studies to interpret them critically to create a reflexive and informed background for creation of futures.
5.	Setting the integrated knowledge and values in a frame of social action by revealing the political goals, the social organisations, and the technological means, that could possibly be used.
6.	Communication of futures scenarios and their conditions due to the actual state of knowledge.


Futures studies is a discipline to analyse, conceptualise, and develop alternative futures – both likely and unlikely – trying to create space for learning on reflexive foundations to decide and act for a desired future. Futures research is seen to share the elements of action science. As Bell poses it: “Futures studies includes an orientation to action and can be considered an action science in the fullest sense of the term.”(Bell 1997:181). 

Useful futures studies are dedicated to serve and strengthen the democratic debate and decisions through enlightenment not only on probable, possible, preferable futures, and present changes, but also through an obligation to present panoramic or holistic views of the futures, reflecting the complexity of the subject, and an obligation to criticise other futures studies (Marien 2002). This was stressed early in the history of futures study by Johan Galtung and Robert Jungk in the late 1960’ies, who saw futures studies as a way to mobilize democracy (Dahle 2001).

On the other hand there are authors who still stick to a pop-futuristic paradigm giving good reasons to call futures study “the bastard child of positivism” (Inayatullah 2002a). This literature is widespread and dominated by studies that do not cope seriously with the complexity of the subject, but reduce themselves to low-dimensional globalisation of the dominating western culture: technology, social systems, political systems, world view, values and myths (Slaughter 2004: 51-66). But does anybody seriously imagine that futures studies can separate our futures in the so called developed world from the futures of China, Russia, South America, and the Islamic world? Can women’s futures be chemically separated from the futures of men? Can the futures of the rich and dominating people and the rich and dominating countries be physically separated from the futures of the vast majority of people and countries in the world?

There are good reasons for these primitive forms, which are often presented as headlines in media and in bestsellers: The choice of future is mostly question of power. But to understand the field of futures studies research we also need a negative definition of futures studies.
What are futures studies not?
Thinking about the future is a very common human activity. Arts, religions, policies, ideologies, and myths often include reflections on future. Daily concerns are often about future: the children's future, job future, environment, peace, and war. Also some scientists work on futures. 

Although we all more or less work with futures it is not the same activity.

To construct a distinction we select art and science as an example to configure an argumentation to reveal an unique feature of research. Artists like writers on science fiction and utopian writers work on futures to make metaphors and imaginative ideas including descriptions of possible futures. Scientists also work on futures and they have many features in common with the arts like intuition, creativity, and aesthetics. Sciences and the arts on futures interact fruitfully and they have even objectivity and rationality in common in their selection of methods, tools and theoretical elements. 

But there are at least two fundamental differences between art and science.

In the first place art can be - and often is - an illusion, a deliberate distortion of reality or even a negation of it. Although the results can be new representations of reality and a revelation of a higher truth, artists are not - like scientists - obligated by their commitment to their profession to "tell the truth". Of course some scientists in practice don't seek, speak, and write as truthfully as possible to server other means like career and money. But then they are in danger to be deemed and rejected by colleges with reference to this obligation. (Bell 1997:165-189).

In the second place art can be cooperative via publication, the work can be results of cooperation like theatre plays and music, and the artist can describe the selected methods elsewhere. Science is always and fundamentally cooperative via publication because other scientists must have the possibility to criticise and elaborate the work via the publication as mentioned in the previous section. This means that scientific reporting has to be explicit in selection of methods, objects, collection of data and phenomena, and interpretation of data and phenomena to allow other scientists to continue the work by criticisms and elaboration. Again some scientists do not strive (or succeed) to be clear and explicit allowing only trend managed submission in stead of critical cooperation. But then the publication is not in harmony with the professional codex and should be rejected by colleges.
Research reporting characteristics: Cooperative potential
We have used the obligation to be open to criticism and to cooperate with peers via publication as one parameter to distinguish futures research from the rest of futures thinking. This gives rise to focus on explicit choice of methods in futures research and to stress basic claims to publication structure in research. These notes on reporting are furthermore made necessary by a combination of substantial amount of popular literature based on trend spotting and the fact that a substantial amount of futures studies comes as unpublished reports from consulting firms not open for discussion in academic environments. 

Example of reporting norms
Joseph Coates made a similar formulation:
"Two classes of forecasters are excluded from consideration here: first are the astrologers and the clairvoyants; second are the amateurs and their musings. Typical of the latter is the starlet spontaneously responding to a question on the future of films, for example, or the politician responding to questions pertaining to the future of the family, or the musician on the future of music. What links these two rejected categories is that they fail to be ‘public’. All good futures research is public in the sense that the method, technique, strategy, approach, and underlying thinking can be described and hence made public to the recipient, user, or listener: the implicit assumption is that, if they applied the same tools or techniques, they would come to similar conclusions." (Coates 2001)

Slaughter has formulated the classical report scheme for research publication with special emphasis for futures studies. After a description of the states of the arts follows an argued selection and description of the actual methods and the object, followed by data collection and interpretation and finally publication trying to get the actual work included in “the state of the arts” (Slaughter 2001, Slaughter 2004):

	Present state of knowledge, literature review
	Argued selection, description, and application of method and object: What are we doing?
	Collection of results, intuitive experience included implicit and tacit knowledge and confrontation with reality/realities.
	Interpretation in terms of explicit frameworks: schemes, theories and their models, cultural world views, and other interpretative layers.
	Inclusion or rejection of the work in the present state of knowledge via presentations, publications, and discussions among peers.

Following this report structure means to help other scientist to use and improve the actual work.
Quality control in futures studies research
We have mentioned the need for futures studies to keep the rules for publishing of research, based on the fundamental need for cooperation and development via criticism among the practising scientists. This excludes a lot of the pop-futuristic publications and even very valuable publication like the following example, which are not research, but essays or novels. 

Example of good non-research work
A well known early classical study of futures is Berthold Brecht's Theory of the radio, published in the period 1927-1932. Brecht's work is in many ways a futures study using technological development and technological possibilities as the dynamical force, reflecting futures in media political and political layers. Some of the results and proposals for a future have been realised later, but central issues are still intact. (Brecht 1982) (Brecht 1980).

But the method for Brecht's work is not explicit and the reasons for his choice are not described. Furthermore the article do not relate to other's work. There are good reasons for this omission: The article was not intended to be a research report on futures studies, but a media political essay.

The quality control, based on publishing, is on the other hand not without problems, as it is based on an ideal conception of peer control.

But two important facts reduce the value of this ‘bootstrap’ exercise:
1.	Different schools of scientists often have a tendency not to listen to each other.
1.	Peer control assumes the idealism and high moral normally assigned to the ‘little science’ in the old days.

To this we can add:
1.	Futures studies are handling very complex themes and consequently they are very uncertain as systems.
1.	Futures studies are not ‘value-free’. On the contrary: They are highly influenced by policy and values. Not only values from stakeholders and funding organizations, but values within researchers' organisations and the researchers themselves.

Ravetz suggest extended peer communities as a solution. Extended peer communities include stakeholders in the councils for research institutions, citizens’ juries, citizens’ foresight or consensus conferences. This sort of evaluation is quite effective as evaluation of some values and political implications with a high degree of moral force and political influence. Even these extended peer communities sometimes produce creative and practical ways to solve problems out of reach of the research communities (medical self-help groups, local environmental groups, “safe roads to school-groups” etc.) (Ravetz 1996 (​" \l "Ravetz1996​)).  

Extended peer communities give only a partial quality control coming from the fact that only the actual selected peer group is active. Some peer groups are never asked - others are not interested, but they are never the less highly influenced by or victims of the development, stipulated in the actual futures study.

Consequently there is also a need for (internal) methodological developments to enhance quality control. This will be presented in the following note on futures studies methodologies.
2.	Futures studies methodologies
There is a considerable diversity of methods in the futures studies fields. The literature in the section "Overviews of Futures Studies Methodologies" in the bibliography proves this diversity. 

Futures studies methodologies have sometimes been classified in terms of quantitative and qualitative methods - and the quantitative methods have sometimes be labelled as "positivistic". As the data from using quantitative methods always have to be interpreted critically in terms of theories, as the concept of positivism has nothing to do with the quantitative methods but with an interpretation of science as build exclusively on empirical data which are not necessarily quantitative, and as very few scientists of today work within such a paradigm - the distinction between positivistic quantitative and interpretative qualitative methods is only speculative. What is indeed real in futures research is that, back to basics, some methods uses quantitative representations of the studied phenomena and some of these require more than average mathematical and statistical skills - to be acquired via additional training.

In the long row of methods, the scenario distinguishes itself being a presentation - or a way of telling the story - based on the work in one or more studies. Scenarios are images build on sequences of events over a period of time representing different alternative futures depending on the development of selected "driving forces" and decisions. Scenarios can also be applied as a back casting method to explore strategies to reach a goal in a future situation (Greeuw 2000).
 
There are excellent descriptions of methods are found in the bibliography under the section "Futures Studies Methodologies".
A method to enhance quality control: Causal layered analysis (CLA)
Previously we described three external means for improving quality in research: publication standards, openness to criticism, and peers' cooperation. Here we present a quality control which is an integral part of the research process. 

To set the scene: consider an example on water shortage:
 
Example of the need for layers analysis
"Water shortages are likely in our locality in the next three years." Solution-oriented statements invoking actors and their structural relationships tend to generally fall in two layers. Thus, typical statements are: "If only government would manage water better there would be no shortages." The solutions at this level are legislation, partnership of the different actors (government, citizens, and businesses, for example) or mediation, for example. Grander statements that are difficult to verify, that are Big Picture, that challenge the assumptions of other levels - for instance worldview or political levels: "We need a Left-Green water management system, instead of a market system!" The key at this level is to search for positions that reflect deeper, generally non-negotiable worldviews. The overall experience shows that if we don't reflect deeper levels our proposals for solutions will not work. (Inayatullah 2003)

We see the need for integrating different levels of understanding to produce reliable research. One way to do this is described by Inayatullah and Slaughter (Inayatullah 2002a (​" \l "Inayatullah2002a​), Inayatullah 2003 (​" \l "Inayatullah2003​), Slaughter 2002 (​" \l "Slaughter2002​)) and is called "Causal layered analysis". The layers are defined as:

	the litany—the most visible




The last level is hidden to the individual observer, as is the third level to most—especially to those that do not see themselves as part of a culture, or who see their culture as universal. This would include fundamentalists and some scientists, nationalists and economists—all those claiming to be outside of worldview.

Example of Causal Layers Analysis: Terrorism
"Stopping Palestinian suicide bombers through collective punishment, more high-tech surveillance and occupation is informed from a perspective that assumes that the sole problem is the bomber. 

Certainly this is the case at the lowest (litany) level, but at the systemic level, it is perhaps the complex web of passes, security relations, check posts and other political, economic and social subsystems that define Israeli and Palestinian relationships. Essentially, this is unemployment and no hope for the future. There is no agency by which unemployment can be addressed thus suicide. As important is thus a solution that seeks to give Palestinians dignity or that allows their movement, or that ensures that the system works for everyone – that offers an economic future to the Palestinian. Thus, while the bomber is certainly a problem so is the political-economic system in which the bomber exists. 

At the worldview level, at issue is the Israeli sense of being the chosen people, who must defend their homeland again[st] evil. For the Palestinian, at the worldview level it is the notion of paradise – Jihadist Islam. Since there is no hope in this world – no compelling but realistic image of the future – it is to the next one aspires toward. At this level, leadership is required to undermine the sense of "Chosenness" among the Israeli and the jihadism among the Palestinian. A bright future must be offered and built with each side in this world. This means challenging or at least beginning a conversation of the worldviews of Jew and Muslim. Focusing on the "father" of each religion, Abraham (and unpacking the many stories of Abraham), is certainly one way to begin this questioning.

But, of course, far more important is the myth-metaphor level. Both sides suffer from trauma, Israeli Jews from the Holocaust, obviously, and Palestinian suicide bombers have all witnessed collective punishment, or the death of their parents. The trauma congeals identity, making transcendence nearly impossible. Healing and reconciliation are required as well as a new story of what it means to be Israeli or Palestinian. The antidote to trauma is transcendence, built peacefully a step at a time. Again, leadership is required here. 

What this means is that while a state of the world's future problems or issue is an excellent effort in pointing attention to the future, unless these problems address or unpack worldviews and underlying stories, they will only reinscribe the present. This is not to say the litany should be avoided. Quite the opposite. CLA seeks to move up and down levels, asking how might the litany look like through different lenses. It seeks to move beyond technocratic solutions, that is, those devised at the systemic level. As well, it seeks to move beyond the worldview to the mythic level. However, the challenge is to engage all levels. Solutions to world's issues require no less. Solving terrorism, for example, is both an issue of better intelligence to catch the criminals, as well as, creating better and safer systems (marshals on airplanes) but as well as a dialogue of worldviews. This is a dialogue between civilizations and within each civilization (for example, between Wahhibi and other forms of Islam). Finally, it is an understanding of divergent traumas, moving to a Gaian position that we are all in this together, that the terrorist is part of our existence, whether pathological or evil, it is a litany that must be dealt with at multiple levels." (Inayatullah 2003)

One productive way to use CLA is to apply it a checklist working on these elements:
	to ensure selection of appropriate methods to study the issues in the light of the different layers
	to remind the researcher to reflect different layers do implicit and tacit knowledge more explicit
	to improve the quality and widen the horizons of interpretation due to the layers
	to rethink and improve the research process going up and down in the layers

Consequently CLA it is not a method on the ordinary level of methods in futures studies, whereas the use of CLA - apart from interpretative functions - is intended to have consequences for subsequent argued selection, description, and application of methods.
3.	Pedagogical note
The described methodological claims have basic consequences to the pedagogy used in the actual programme "EU Master in Future and Foresight Studies" and literature on pedagogy in teaching futures studies is the last part of the bibliography section of this article .

What seems to be an extreme complication of the subject in terms of replacement of the non existent object in flat scenarios - "the future" - with "futures", conditioned by cultural, social, economic, religious, gender, and technological parameters - appears to be a valuable pedagogical resource:

1.	The students have different images of futures to be integrated in the learning process. This fulfils some of the conditions for a successful (problem based) learning process if the students with the help from the teachers can deconstruct and change these images for later integration and perspectivation due to the curriculum defined subject matters. (Ramsden 1996)
2.	The subject is open, the knowledge base develops rapid, it is trans-disciplinary having legs in both scientific analysis and cultural studies, and the studies are not institutionalised. Consequently the study is open to experimentation and dialog, which is favourable in a learning situation where the students are expected to contribute actively. (Inayatullah 1998 or Inayatullah 2002b)

Concrete applications of these pedagogical challenges have been done by Dator (Dator 2002:11ff.).
4.	Conclusion
From the described epistemological foundation of futures studies, from the demarcation "what is futures studies and what is futures studies not", from the cooperative potentials via publications, and from the discussion on quality control in futures research we found a fundamental role for a culture of critical discourse to improve and ensure quality of futures studies. On the other hand the forum for the critical discourse is rather restricted, and sometimes it is even extraordinary restricted by arguments like different paradigms can not speak together. It can be true, but it can also be a cover for intellectual laziness. To improve the quality control and to avoid low dimensional studies in the restricted horizons of the dominations western culture, it was proposed to consider Causal Layers Analysis as an internal methodological mean for quality control, to ensure that the research reflects the reality of futures for humans like technology, culture, social systems, political systems, world views, values, and myths.


Note on "Critical Realism"
Critical realism or transcendental realism is a philosophy of the sciences and the humanities invented by Roy Bhaskar, where there is an ontological distinction between scientific laws and patterns of events. Constant conjunction is not a sufficient and even not a necessary condition for a scientific law. (Bhaskar 1975, and for a short description see Collier 1998). 
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Bibliography: Selected information sources
The information sources presented in the following text is selected to reflect the research traditions, stipulated in the preceding essay: To serve as background material for the project on Futures Studies, this bibliography selects central mainstream and critical literature on the subject with focus on essential theoretical works and educational practice within these paradigms. The selection of literature is made mostly within easy accessible works - often net editions - to do the bibliography more useful in the practical work.
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These 3 collections are substantial sources for the bibliography below.

	Glenn, J. C. (Ed.) (2003) Futures Research Methodology. Washington: The American Council for the United Nations University. Version 2.0
An extreme highly valuable source of materials.  In depth with technical matters. Good bibliography. Version 2.0 is updated and includes some more recent and critical works. The bibliography is announced to be updated in version 2.1.

	Inayatullah, S. & Wildman, P. (1998) Futures Studies: Methods, Emerging Issues and Civilizational Values--A Multimedia Reader. Brisbane, Australia: Prosperity Press
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	Slaughter, R. A. & Inayatullah, S. (Ed.) (2001) Knowledge Base of Futures Studies 1-4. Brisbane, Australia: Foresight International
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Volume 4: The Views of Futurists
For a book review of earlier edition see: Serra, J. & Ventura, A. (1997). Knowledge and diversity. (Book review of "The Knowledge Base of Futures Studies"). Futures, 29(1), 95-103.
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